






New flute design
Unique design ensures  
28% faster removal of waste.

SPEEDHAMMER PLUS. 
Up to 20% quicker and much easier.

Speed. That’s what sets the Speedhammer Plus 

apart. With 28% greater flute capacity, the 

innovative design goes straight in and straight  

out. It removes dust and debris really fast.  

And it’s particularly effective in uncured concrete 

due to clog-free performance. 

It’s fast. Real fast. 
A series of major design innovations make  

the IRWIN new Speedhammer range of drill 

bits, for use with SDS* drills, faster and 

tougher. They benefit from our radical new  

twist on the single flute design to really speed  

up drilling times. With 28% greater flute 

capacity, drilling time is up to 30% faster.  

The innovations offer it all. Extra speed.  

Extra strength. Less clogging. And less effort 

to use. The new Speedhammer range - it’s 

time to reconsider the double flute. 

Speedhammer Plus

™

Speedhammer Plus
Speed optimised 
cutting angle. *SDS is a registered trademark of Robert Bosch Tools. 



SPEEDHAMMER MAX.
Aggresive angles and up to 30% quicker.

In addition to the new single flute design,  

the Speedhammer Max has added advantages.  

For a start, it has a new 4-cutter carbide head 

design. The tough carbide allows the use of  

an extra short head to ensure drilling dust goes 

directly into the special single flute. We also 

tested extensively to find the optimum cutting 

angle of 53° . So you benefit from the most 

aggressive cutting performance with faster 

evacuation of waste. 

Faster and safer in the long run.
With less time in your hands, vibration is less  

of an issue. So the Speedhammer Max is faster  

in the short term. And safer in the long term.

Straight Shank for 
MASoNRy, GRANItE  
and CoRDLESS.
Three straight shank options provide more choice. 

The new single flute design (already proven on the 

CoRDLESS option) is now available on MASoNRy  

and GRANITE bits. They also have new colours and 

new packaging labels to make identifying the right  

product much easier.

MASoNRy – ideal for general purpose masonry drilling.

CoRDLESS – best performance in cordless drilling machines.

GRANItE – great for drilling into very hard materials.Speedhammer Max
New, patented head design  
with optimum 530 cutting angle 
for more aggressive cutting.

™

old 900 head.



Researched to  
see what you want.
Several years of research went into 

identifying what you wanted most.  

That’s why the new Speedhammer range 

delivers the extra speed and durability you 

asked for. 

outperforming  
the competition.
Take a look at the evidence. Against leading 

competitors, our unique design is the clear 

leader. See for yourself. 

 

the best drill bits.  
the best choice.
The new Speedhammer range are 

purpose-designed drill bits made for 

faster drilling through concrete. Up to 

30% faster. Whether for everyday use, 

for tougher applications or for specific 

jobs (like masonry, granite or cordless 

operation) IRWIN has the tough, easy-to-

use and, above all, fast drill bit you need.  



take the challenge.
We challenge you to test any new IRWIN 

Speedhammer product. Compare it to any 

other option. See how much slower and harder 

to use the double fluted alternatives are 

compared to this new design. For the long-life 

durability, speed and value, you won’t find a 

better option. Try it. you won’t go back.

New Sticker

Speedhammer  New Unique  28% Greater   New Patented New New Drill 
Range options Single Flute Flute Capacity  Head Design Packaging Bit Colour

SPEEDHAMMER PLUS  

SPEEDHAMMER MAX  

Straight Shank

MASoNRy  

GRANItE

CoRDLESS  No Change
(Existing Single Flute)
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